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In Maine, we have made it a priority to ensure that all stakeholders will understand that 
character education efforts are not separate from the academic standards set forth in learning 
Results. Rather, we present standards for ethical and responsible student behavior as integral to 
our high expectations of students. The importance of character is implied throughout the 
language of the Maine's Common Core as well as in the academic standards of learning Results 
formally adopted by the Maine Legislature in 1996. We have, however, recently moved a step 
beyond these academic standards to specific standards for ethical and responsible behavior in the 
February 2001 report of the Commission for Ethical and Responsible Student Behavior, Taking 
Responsibility. 

The Maine Legislature has explicitly called for and authorized the development of 
statewide standards. All Maine schools are required to develop codes of conduct based upon this 
report. These standards, which are set forth in Taking Responsibility call for the teaching and 
modeling of values that will result in educating academically successful students of good 
character. Throughout the research and drafting of Taking Responsibility, Maine Department of 
Education staff and Commission members worked diligently to ensure that the Commission's 
work was clearly linked to the standards in the Common Core and Maine's Learning Results. 

The specific content standards and performance indicators of Maine's Learning Results 
are predicated upon six GUIDING PRINCIPLES that serve as the philosophical framework for 
all educational reform efforts in Maine. Each of these GUIDING PRINCIPLES points to the 
importance of students' character development. GUIDING PRINCIPLES IV and V most 
explicitly stress the importance of educating for character. The GUIDING PRINCIPLES are as 
follow: 

Each Maine student must leave school: 

I. A CLEAR AND EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATOR 
A. Uses oral, written, visual, artistic, and technological modes of expression; 
B. Reads, listens to and interprets messages from multiple sources; and 
C. Uses English and at least one other language. 

II. A SELF-DIRECTED LEARNER 
A. Creates career and education plans that reflect personal goals, interests, and 

skills, and available resources; 
B. Demonstrates the capacity to undertake independent study; and 
C. Finds and uses information from libraries, 'electronic databases, and other 

resources. 

III. A CREATIVE AND PRACTICAL PROBLEM SOLVER 

IV. 

A. Observes situations objectively to clearly and accurately define problems; 
B. Frames questions and designs data collection and analysis strategies from 

all disciplines to answer those questions; 
C. Identifies patterns, trends, and relationships that apply to solutions and 

problems; and 
D. Generates a variety of solutions, builds a case for the best response, and 

critically evaluates [the] effectiveness of this response. 

A.'.RESg(i,j~SlB~)Jmt,QJNED0;G1''J}IZEN 
- • ·' ••• ;,C''i~cog~~;·i~·';~;er of p~(;~~al participation to affect the community and 

demonstrates participation skills; 
B. Understands the 'importance of accepting responsibility for personal 

decisions and actions; 
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C. Knows the means of achieving personal and community health and well
being; and 

D. Recognizes and understands the diverse nature of society. 

V. A.COLt~ORATIYll:::~ QUALITYWORKER 
A. Knows the structure and functions of the labor market; 
B. Assesses individual interests, aptitudes, skills, and values in relation to 

demands of the workplace; and 
C. Demonstrates reliability, flexibility, and concern for quality. 

VI. AN INTEGRATIVE AND INFORMED THINKER 
A. Applies knowledge and skills in and across English language arts, visual 

and performing arts, foreign languages, health and physical education, 
mathematics, science, social studies, and career preparation; and 

B. Comprehends relationships among different modes of thought and methods 
associated with traditional disciplines. 
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There are eight CONTENT AREAS in Maine's Learning Results for which standards 
have been set and performance indicators by grade level have been identified. The eight 
CONTENT AREAS are: Career Preparation; English Language Arts; Health and Physical 
Education; Mathematics; Modem and Classical Languages; Science and Technology; Social 
Studies; and Visual and Performing Arts. 

In Career Preparation the standards are arranged into four categories. Three out of four of 
these standards clearly support Maine's character education efforts. These three are A, C, and D 
of the following: 

A. PREPARING FOR.THE FUTURE 
• ·stud~~ts ,~ill· be kn~wledgeable about the world of work, explore career 

options, and relate personal skills, aptitudes, and abilities to future career 
decisions. To interact succes5fully with people and organizations students need 
to adapt to the changing nature of the workplace. Strong interpersonal, 
ieiI.J?lWQf_/f,'.'.;le({derJliip ?Atfriegoticitio·,tskil/s(lre.eis.entidl for this .. success, 

"'Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Develop effective ways to interact with others during school and after
school activities (Pre-K - 2). 
Demonstrate workplace behaviors such as punctuality, flexibility, 
teamwork, and perseverance (Pre-K- 2 ). 
Demonstrate how positive and negative attitudes affect one's ability to work 
with others (3 - 4 ). 
Use communication and listening skills that result in successful interactions 
with others (3 - 4 ). 
Explain value of work to the individual and to society in general (3 - 4). 
Determine effective workplace behaviors and skills (5 - 8). 
Use teamwork strategies and apply communication and negotiation skills to 
decision making (5 - 8). 
Demonstrate the leadership and membership skills necessary to succeed as a 
member of a team (9 - 12). 

B. EDUCATION/CAREER PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 

C. ~EPM:TED'AND APJ>:lllE,p'LEARNING 

Students will demonstrate how academic knowledge and skills are applied 
to the workplace and other settings. Students will select and apply 
appropriate technological resources and prQblem-solvif}g strategies to real life 
si@ztf<1ns,1:'ftrigp(obJ~jft~olvi'nfstrategies•tti pwpo}ejul.ways. 

• Bold type indicates the actual standards. Italics indicate a descriptor or rationale for that standard. 
Highlighted passages indicate which standards and/or descriptors most explicitly contain language related 
to values, ethics, and/or character. 
., This is only a sampling of performance indicators that most directly relate to elements and issues of 
character. 
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Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Research the need for ethical and legal standards concerning the application 
of technology (5 - 8). 
Demonstrate knowledge of customer satisfaction strategies (9 - 12). 
Use mathematical, scientific, and teclmological tools to design and apply 
solutions to a community problem ( 9 - 12). 

D. BAL~C~G RESPONSIBILITIES 

Students jvm .acquire and apply skills/conc~pts required to balance 
P~f~O~~k!~(n1ily;:i~~iµunity,'ancl ~()ik responsibilities. The skills to 
miJngg~'W/itkJar,iilj,;::t:iµd,i:iim11ui,fity/r,e,sp9ns,ilJiJitiesf ar the weU being of 
{Jiibf!~i¥il4izdfi,tH?f-#}fy:Jigr}titcJ:'.lf fi,'tifl~rioijciis.uccei-s. • 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of the conservation of 
resources (Pre-K- 2). 
Exhibit during the school day, the personal qualities that lead to responsible 
behavior (3 - 4 ). 
Demonstrate an understanding of earning, spending and saving in relation to· 
personal security and the economic stability of the family (3 - 4 ). 
Identify how critical factors such as history, the environment, the economy, 
or personal characteristics may affect individual and family choices (5 - 8). 
Develop strategies to balance multiple responsibilities and conflicting 
priorities (5 - 8). 
Assume personal responsibility during their time in school (5 - 8). 
Illustrate how resources and support systems, available within a community 
assist individuals in their roles as workers and family members (9 - I 2 ). 
U.se knowledge and theories of growth and development to help balance 
multiple responsibilities (9 - 12). 
Demonstrate an understanding of the importance of community 
involvement to family and community life (9 - 12). 

In the English Language Arts, the content standards fall into eight categories: Process of 
Reading; Literature and Culture; Language and Images; Informational Texts; Processes of 
Writing and Speaking; Standard English Conventions; Stylistic and Rhetorical Aspects of Writing 
and Speaking; and Research-Related Writing and Speaking. The content standards and 
performance indicators for Literature and Culture are an ideal partner to character education 
efforts, particularly those involving respect and tolerance of diversity. The standard, its 
descriptor/rationale, and indicators read as follows: 

B. LITERATURE AND CULTURE 
Students will use reading, listening, and viewing strategies to experience 
literature and culture. Litermy texts that are rich in quality, add to the 
understanding of history and various cultures and b~il<(an appreciation of the 

.. $,lffe19ififlfi:;}ftPil§~i>.k~w.@Y'f !~1.£iili~~4n4:.i qestheti<::) .· of • human 
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Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Draw logical conclusions about what will happen next or how things might 
have turned out differently in a story (Pre-K - 2). 
Use literary pieces to better understand and appreciate the actions of others 
(3 - 4). 
Respond to speakers in a variety of ways (e.g., listening attentively, 
responding politely) (3 - 4). 
Identify and explain how characters and situations found in various 
materials are like people and events in their own lives or in other works (3 -
4). 
Demonstrate understanding of enduring themes of literature ( e.g., themes of 
coming of age, love and duty, heroism, and appearance vs. reality) (3 - 4 ). 
Explain how the motives of characters or the causes of complex events in 
texts are similar to and distinct from those in their own experience (5 - 8). 
Make abstract connections ( e.g., connections about thoughts, ideas, values) 
between their own lives and the characters, events, and circumstances 
represented in various works (9 - 12). 
Draw from broad base of knowledge about literature of the United States 
and the world to examine and critique how the print and visual texts explore 
the human experience and condition (9 - 12). 

The content standards for Health and Physical Education fall into nine categories, six of 
which are standards for Health Education and three of which are standards for Physical 
Education. Six out of the nine standards have a substantial relatiqnship to character education 
efforts. The standards, their descriptors/rationales, and indicators read as follows: 

Health Education 

A. HEAL TH CONCEPTS 
Students will understand health promotion and disease prevention concepts. 
Knowledge of how disease and injwy affect the body and learning about the health 
benefits of preventive care, timely treatment, and qppropriate0per_sonal behaviors are at 
the heart of health education. Students who protect their health have a better chance o( 
remaining healthy and productive throughout their lives. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Identify indicators of physical, mental, emotional, and social health during 
childhood (3 - 4). 
Describe ways in which a healthful school and community environment 
influences personal health (3 -.4). 
Explain the difference between positive and negative responses to stress (3 
-4). 
Explain the relationship between healthy behaviors and the prevention of 
injury, illness, and disease (5 - 8). 
Describe the relationship among physical, mental, emotional, and social 
health (5 - 8). 
Analyze the effects of risky behaviors on personal health (e.g., tobacco, 
drugs, poor nutrition, sexual activity, sedentary lifestyle, and behaviors 
resulting in injury) (5 - 8). 
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Analyze the relationship between personal health practices and individual 
well-being (9 - 12). 
Describe the interrelationship of physical, mental, emotional, and social 
health throughout the stages of life (9 - 12). 
Describe how stress management relates to disease prevention (9 - 12). 

B. HEALTH INFORMATION, SERVICES AND PRODUCTS 

C. HEAL TH PROMOTION AND RISK REDUCTION 
Students will understand how to reduce their health risks through the practice of 
healthyjJ,1ihaviors. ln.,t(jldn[J::/responsipility for personal health, students lay a 
foundation for a healthy, productive life. Many diseases and injuries can be prevented by 
av_oidiTJf{l@Jtifu/:behavidrsiar,dtdkingfewe,:Srisks.. More importantly, student can take 
steps to improve their health such as eating better foods, exercising regularly, and paying 
attention to preventive care. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Apply coping strategies when they feel too excited, anxious, angry or out of 
control (Pre-K-- 2). 
Compare behaviors that are safe to those that are risky or harmful (e.g., 
bicycle safety, handling weapons, use of medicine) (3 - 4 ). 
Demonstrate healthful ways to deal with or avoid threatening and stressful 
situations (3 - 4). 
Explain the relationship between healthy behaviors and the prevention of 
injury, illness, and disease (5 - 8). 
Explain the importance of assuming responsibility for personal health (5 -
8). 
Demonstrate ways to avoid or change situations that threaten personal 
safety (5 - 8). 
Distinguish between healthy and unhealthy stress management techniques 
(5 - 8). 
Analyze the extent to which individuals are responsible for enhancing 
health and safety in the community and the workplace (9 - 12 ). 
Demonstrate strategies to avoid, change, and report unsafe situations (9 -
12). 

D. INFLUENCES ON HEALTH 
Students will understand how media techniques, cultural perspectives, technology, 
peers, and family influence behaviors that affect health. Students receive almost a 
constant stream of information about their health and behavior. As a first step to making 
decisions that protect health, fif!J1J1fk_Ynejitlj'i§ji(#foii}ize:h~w different messages:influence 
iheiiiifr[tlofi§,, 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Describe the influences of media on health (Pre-K - 2) 
Describe ways to be a responsible friend and family member (3 - 4). 
Analyze how messages from media influence both health behaviors and the 
selection of health information, products, and services (e.g., eating 
disorders, teen magazines, acne products, dental care) (5 - 8). 
Describe how school, family, and peers influence the health of adolescents 
(5 - 8). 
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Analyze how different cultures affect health beliefs and practices (gender 
equity) (9 - 12). 
Evaluate the effect of media and other factors on personal, family, and 
community health (9 - 12). 
Analyze how the family, peers, and community influence the health of 
individuals (9 - 12). 

E. COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
Students will understand that skillful communication can contribute to better health 
for them, their families and the community. Students need effective communication 
skillf io deve/op and maintain h;ealthype_r_sonal relationships. The ability to organize and 
conY,ey:irzfor!f1:a#on,)beliefs, ()p(nions, an'<fJe,ilings is a skill that can reduce and avoid 
conflicif Communication skills enable individuals to be advocates for a healthy school, 
home, workplace, and community. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Demonstrate healthy ways to express needs, wants, and feelings (Pre-K - 2) 

Differentiate between negative and positive ways to deal with conflict (3 -
4). 
Demonstrate non-violent strategies to resolve conflicts (3 - 4 ). 
Demonstrate effective verbal and non-verbal communication skills to 
enhance health and to build and maintain healthy relationships ( e.g., 
positive peer pressure) (5 - 8). 
Demonstrate refusal and negotiation skills which can enhance health by 
enabling them to deal with negative peer pressure (5 - 8). 
Demonstrate conflict resolution strategies (5 - 8). 
Demonstrate healthy ways to listen and communicate with family, peers, 
and others (9 - 12). 
Demonstrate strategies that can be used to prevent or solve conflicts without 
harm (9 - 12). 
Analyze the possible causes of conflict in schools, families, and 
communities (9 - 12). 
Demonstrate the ability to work cooperatively as an advocate for healthy 
individuals, families, schools, and communities (9 - 12). 

F. DECISION-MAKING AND GOAL SETTING 
Students will learn how to set personal goals and make decisions that lead to better 
health. Knowledge of good health practices will not help students unless they have the 
foresight and discipline to act on thatknowledge. I'he pf,aQtfcc.l},app/i9.ation of knowledge 
t'e!i'f[!&.~ffl: ltiisJt§lil?Jie,loji~~@{s:,iucli,~.s}'iiJ/Jl}l~tiini~an,Hiiidiisidn making . • , Students 
~lit?,lii~ • iif!J,t;{Qpi'f?ziJd!{d~;1Jfkrtp,}Yle,1ie;gnqi,rkills cari J<jginto contribute. to their 
ow.~:i'l£,, ,.tli;1i,q;'flj@{lliyfdmifi~;.·:4f!4¢;iafel"Q9,mm1mities. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Explain when assistance is needed in making health-related decisions and 
setting health goals (Pre-K - 2) 
Demonstrate individual and collaborative decision-making processes to 
resolve health problems (5 - 8). 
Explain how decisions regarding health behaviors have consequences for 
them and others(5 - 8). 
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Physical Education 

Demonstrate various decision making strategies that can be used to address 
behaviors which lead to trouble (9 - 12). 
Analyze health concerns that require collaborative decision making (9 -
12). 

A. PHYSICAL FITNESS 

B. MOTOR SKILLS 

C. PERSONAL AND SOCIAL INTERACTIONS 
Student~-".l\'ill «cienion~trate .,responsible; personal and social behaviors. in physical 
activityJ;~ettings;: Whether'.wo~king aloft~.· with another individual, or with a group, 
'jtude~~leif g~gedt!n physical activities: s'.(l,,:e, ,~pe;e:~ed. ,,to •• demrinstrate self-respect .and 
C(?!is:@2.ta#o);i_,of§th'r}rs~tfef:reek.to.,xef(gjqhallenge.ors_olyeaproblein. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Identify the rules of a given activity (Pre-K - 2). 
Demonstrate cooperative skills (following rules, taking turns, sharing 
equipment, etc.) while participating in physical activities (Pre-K- 2). 
Use equipment appropriately and responsibly (Pre-K- 2). 
Describe rules and behaviors that contribute to productive participation in 
physical activity (Pre-K - 2). 
Demonstrate appropriate communication skills in a variety of physical 
activities and describe how these skills can enhance group/team cooperation 
and effort (3 - 4). 
Follow activity-specific rnles, procedures, and etiquette (3 - 4 ). 
Assess their own perfornrnnce without blaming others (3 - 4). 
Describe ways in which respect for individual similarities and differences 
among people is demonstrated in physical activity settings (5 - 8). 
Identify behaviors that are supportive and inclusive in physical activity (5 -
8). 
Demonstrate appropriate etiquette, ways of interacting, care of equipment, 
and safety in the setting of an activity (5 - 8). 
Describe personal and group conduct necessary to participate cooperatively 
and ethically in both competitive and noncompetitive physical activities (9 
-12). 
Accommodate for the differences in skill in the performance levels of 
participants by adapting activities to encourage individual success(9 - 12). 
Initiate independent and responsible personal behavior in physical activity 
settings (9 - 12). 
Identify opportunities to share and learn from others through physical 
activity (9 - 12). 

Content standards for Modern ~nd Classical Languages are classified under six headings: 
Person to Person Communication; Reading, Listening, and Viewing for Understanding; Oral and 
Written Presentations; Workings of Language; Cultural Practices, Products, and Perspectives; and 
Cross Cultural Connections and Comparisons. The last two classifications most readily lend 
themselves to the integration of character education. The language of the standards, 
descriptors/rationale, and performance indicators for these two classifications read as follows: 
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E. CULTURAL PRACTICES, PRODUCTS, AND PERSPECTIVES 
Students will gain insight into another culture through an understanding of its 
social practices, products, and perspectives. Social practices describe the way people 
behaw{t<Jigr,d one.another. Products include tangible things like food, tools, or a piece 
of art, and intangible things like laws. music, or rituals. Perspectives include ideas, 
attituiles/drnli.va1u~J Students will develop an awareness of other people's world views, 
their u~ique ~;y·~f life, and patterns of behavior which order their world. Students will 
be able to communicate more effectively through speech and behavior. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Discuss patterns of behavior typical of their peer group in another culture ( 5 
- 8). 
Identify and discuss connections between cultural values and socially 
approved behaviors of another culture (9-12). 
Identify and discuss social, political, and economic issues that affect youth 
or the community in the culture studied ( e.g., legal rights, political 
organizing, employment opportunities) (9 - 12). 

F. CROSS-CULTURAL CONNECTIONS AND COMPARISONS 
Students will recognize the connections that link people, countries, and historical 
periods s~c~i!l,l,ls;;ci;'.~~ligiqu~)JI'a~ition~~ historical events, political thought, or 
geography. Students will become aware of the contributions of another culture to their 
own and further their knowledge of other disciplines through the second language. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Identify cultural practices and values relating to family, school, work, and 
play of people both in their own and another culture (5 - 8). 
Demonstrate an awareness of the relationship between cultural practices 
(e.g., rituals, work habits, sports, leisure activities) and values by comparing 
selected practices from another culture with their own (9 - 12). 

Content standards for Science and Technology fall into thirteen categories: Classifying 
Life Forms; Ecology; Cells; Continuity and Change; Structure of Matter; The Earth; The 
Universe; Energy; Motion; Inquiry and Problem Solving; Scientific Reasoning; Communication; 
and Implications of Science and Technology. Of these thirteen Science and Technology 
categories, the performance indicators for one in particular - Implications of Science and 
Technology - clearly demonstrates an ethical dimension and authorizes teachers to show students 
the impact and importance of values in the realm of science and technology. The standard, 
descriptor/rationale, and indicators read as follows: 

M. IMPLICATIONS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Students will understand the historical, social, economic, environmental, and ethical 
iii:,P,li¢ati}p'~~o.fr~ci~nce·antl"t~chnology: Scientific and technological breakthroughs are 
influenced by prevailing beliefs and conditions which in turn are impacted by new ideas 
and inventions. lly{qssessing'the iinpac(s ofte'9hn.9fogical activity on the environment, 
~t,jd,ekfifiyJJ,l;'ifeve{ifpf{heir.owr 'Sense.of globalste,Ward!fhip. 
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Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Demonstrate some practices for recycling and care of resources (Pre-K - 2). 
Investigate and describe the role of scientists and inventors (3 - 4 ). 
Follow activity-specific rules, procedures, and etiquette (3 - 4 ). 
Explain practices for conservation in daily life, based on recognition that 
renewable and non-renewable resources have limits (3 - 4). 
Research and evaluate the social and environmental impacts of scientific 
and technological developments (5 - 8). 
Discuss ethical issues surrounding specific scientific and technological 
development (5 - 8). 
Give examples of actions which may have expected or unexpected 
consequences that may be positive, negative, or both. (5 - 8). 
Recognize scientific and technological contributions of diverse people 
including women, different ethnic groups, races, and physically disabled (5 
-8). 
Demonstrate the importance of resource management, controlling 
environmental impacts, and maintaining natural ecosystems (9 - 12). 
Evaluate the ethical use or introduction of new scientific or technological 
developments (9 - 12). 

The content area of Social Studies is broken down into four academic categories; Civics 
and Government; History; Geography; and Economics. Opportunities for the discussion of ethics . 
and character exist under virtually all of these headings. For each of these four headings several 
content standards and P.erformance indicators have been developed. 

CIVICS AND GOVERNMENT 
Students'.will le.m:n the coniiituHondlprz1Jcip1es' and the dempaaticfoundations of national. state. and local 
~)IS/ems and institutions. • Puriher,<students will learn ho,V to exei·cise the rights and responsibilities of 
participation in '.civic1ife a,;d to analyze and evaluate public policies. This underswnding entails insight 
into political power, how it is distributed and expressed, the types of and pwposes of governments. and 
thJ#r'i'efatio.1JSl{ijis'..ivi,th,th.f?t':ggv¢.,;iJed. Political relationships amorw the United States and other nations 
are also included in this content area. 

A. RIGHTS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND PARTICIPATION 
Stud;~!#§b~~:&~~jj:~pt~~.i~~lrights)1Iidfesp§nsibilities of dvic,Jife and employ the 
sldlls~f!~fl'~l!9Y~.~yi,~ PtltJfcipatio11: 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Identify and practice classroom rights and responsibilities (Pre-K - 2). 
Identify important individual rights ( e.g., freedom of religion, speech, 
ownership of property) (3 - 4). 
Explain why certain responsibilities of democratic society are important (3 
-4). 
Identify the characteristics of an effective citizen ( 5 - 8). 
Evaluate and defend positions on current issues regarding individual rights 
and judicial protection (5 - 8). 
Identify ways in which citizens in a pluralistic society manage differences 
of opinion on public policy issues (5 - 8). 
Develop and defend a position on a public policy issue within our 
democracy (9 - 12). 
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Assess the reasons why participation of an attentive, knowledgeable, and 
competent citizenry is important to constitutional democracy, using 
examples from personal or historical experience (9 - 12). 
Describe the circumstances under which civil disobedience might be 
justified (9 - 12). 
Demonstrate an understanding of the processes of voter registration and 
voter participation (9 - 12). 

B. PURPOSE AND TYPES OF GOVERNMENT 
Students will understand the types and purposes of governments, their evolution, 
and their relationships with the governed. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Describe why we need governments (e.g., law and order, defense, roads, 
schools) (3 - 4). 
Assess competing ideas about the purposes government should serve (e.g., 
individual rights vs. collective rights) (5 - 8). 
Compare and contrast the purpose and the structure of the United States 
government with other governments (parliamentary, dictatorship, 
monarchy) with respect to ideology, values, and histories (9 - 12). 
Evaluate the role of the media and public opinion in United States politics, 
including ways the government and media influence public opinion (9 -
12). 

C. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF GOVERNMENT AND CONSTITUTIONS 
Students. ,\ViU,~'tinderstand, the' constitutional principles and the democratic 
foundations of:the politi~al institutions of the(Jnited States. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Explain how the Constitution protects individual rights (e.g., Bill of Rights) 
(3 -4) 
Explain the meaning and importance of fundamental principles of American 
constitutional democracy ( e.g., popular sovereignty, rule of law, three 
branches of government, representative institutions, shared powers, checks 
and balances, and separation of church and state) ( 5 - 8 ). 
Examine civil rights, liberties, and responsibilities established in the United 
States Constitution and Bill of Rights (5 - 8). 
Explain the importance, in a pluralistic society, of having certain shared 
political values and principles (5 - 8). 
Demonstrate and understanding of the meaning and importance of 
traditional democratic assumptions such as individual rights, the common 
good, self-government, justice, equality, and patriotism (9 - 12). 
Examine civil rights issues related to well-known Supreme Court decisions 
(9 - 12). 
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D. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

HISTORY 

Students will understand the political relationships among the United States and 
other nations. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Recognize that there are other nations with different traditions and practices 
(Pre-K- 2). 
Compare a foreign culture to that of the United States. Include an analysis 
of how decisions are made ( 3 - 4). 
Assess the ways in which the United States government has attempted to 
resolve an international problem (e.g., Vietnam, Northern Ireland, World 
War II) (5 - 8). 
Evaluate the benefits and difficulties of international cooperation, using 
specific examples (9 - 12). 

Students will learn to analyze the human experience through time, to recognize the relationships of events 
and people, and to identify patterns, themes, and turning points of change using the chronology of our 
history and major eras. In interpreting current and historical events, students will evaluate the credibi/i~y 
and perspectives of multiple sources of info,mation gathered fi"om technology, documents, artifacts, maps, 
the arts, and literature. 

A. CHRONOLOGY 
Students will use the chronology of history and major eras to demonstrate the 
relationships of events and people. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Identify similarities and differences in the characteristics of individuals who 
have made significant contributions to society in different eras ( 3 - 4). 

B. HISTORICAL KNOWLEDGE, CONCEPTS, AND PATTERNS 
Students will develop historical knowledge of major events, people, and enduring 
themes in the United States, in Maine, and throughout world history. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Demonstrate an understanding of cultural origins of customs and beliefs in 
several places around the world (Pre-K- 2). 
Make connections between and among events in their personal lives and 
those occurring in the community (3 - 4). 
Demonstrate an understanding of the lives of selected individuals who have 
had a major influence on history (9 - 12). 
Demonstrate an understanding of enduring themes in history ( e.g., conflict 
and cooperation, technology and· innovation, freedom and justice) (9 - 12). 

C. HISTORICAL INQUIRY, ANALYSIS, AND INTERPERTATION 
Students will learn to evaluate resource material such as documents, artifacts, maps, 
artworks, and literature; and to make judgments about the perspectives of the 
authors and their credibility when interpreting current historical events. 
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GEOGRAPHY 
In order to understand and analyze the relationships among people and environments, students will learn 
how to construct and interpret maps and how to use globes and other geographic tools to locate and derive 
information about people, places, regions, and environments. in an integrated way, students will sllul)' 
people ant the physical characteristics and processes of the earth 's surface to understand causes and 
effects, ecosystems, human behavior, patterns of population, interdependence, resources, cooperation and 
conflict, and how these are shaped by economic, political, and cultural ~ystems. 

A. SKILLS AND TOOLS 
Students will know how to construct and interpret maps and use globes and other 
geographic tools to locate and derive information about people, places, regions, and 
environments. 

B. HUMAN INTERACTION WITH ENVIRONMENTS 

ECONOMICS 

Students will understand and analyze the relationships among people and their 
physical environments. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Explain ways in which communities reflect the backgrounds of their 
inhabitants (3 - 4). 
Explain how conflict and cooperation among peoples contribute to the 
division of the earth's surface into distinctive cultural and political regions 
(9 - 12). 

Students will learn to apply basic economic concepts o_f production, distribution, and consumption to make 
decisions as effective participants in an international economy. Students will understand the develop111e11t. 
principles, institutions, relationships to culture, and change over time of economic systems in the United 
States and elsewhere. Students with also understand how these concepts apply to individuals, households, 
businesses, governments, and societies which make decisions based on the availability o_fresources. as well 
as on costs and benefits of choices. These concepts also help to explain patterns and results of trade, 
interdependence, and distribution of wealth in local, regional, national, and world economies. 

A. PERSONAL AND CONSUMER ECONOMICS 
Students will understand that economic decisions are based on the availability of 
resources and the costs and benefits of choices. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Identify a situation in which a personal decision is made about the use of 
scarce resources ( e.g. deciding to use allowance to the movies instead of 
buying a gift for a family member) (3 - 4 ). 
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B. ECONOMIC SYSTEMS OF THE UNITED STATES 
Students will understand the economic system of the United States, including its 
principles, development, and institutions. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Explain how the economy of Maine affects families and communities (3 -
4). 
Explain the positive and negative impacts of advertising techniques on 
consumer behavior (9 - 12). 

C. COMPARATIVE SYSTEMS 
Students will analyze how different economic systems function and change over 
time. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Explain the impact of cultural values on economic decisions, using at least 
two examples (9 - 12). 

D. INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE 
Students will understand the patterns and results of international trnde. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 
Describe, with examples, how the exchange of goods and services helps to 
create economic interdependence between people in different places and 
countries (3 - 4). 

Content Standards for Visual and Performing arts fall into three categories. The language of two 
of these standards and their performance indicators clearly supports the examination of values and ethics. 
The standards, descriptors/rationales, and performance indicators for these content areas read as follows: 

A. CREATIVE EXPRESSION 
Students will create and/or perform to express ideas and feelings. Studenls 
communicate through their works, revise and problem-solve, use a variety of processes, 
and integrate their works with other disciplines. 
♦ Each art form has specific vocabula,y, elements, principles, and structures that 

allow for communication of ideas, feelings and moods. 
♦ Problet,j,'.:sqlv{h,g]kiNs,.rejle,ctibn;;ie!fevaluation, revising, and refinement are part 

oh~~<{il?k4~J,lis,e.d: 'i#/the.ireatiq~;!;!~<l;de~'e,[qpment of qrt works. 
♦ ·The development and creation of artwork in the arts use a variety of appi·oaches. 

styles, media, and performance modes, including electronic technology. 
♦ Students will understand that the roles, skills, relationships, and differences among 

the arts are transferable from one arts discipline to another as well as to other 
disciplines. 
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Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 

Understand and demonstrate acceptable rules of behavior when attending 
arts events (e.g., museums, galleries, plays, and concerts) (Pre-K - 2). 
Use materials and tools in a safe and responsible manner (Pre-K - 2). 
Understand that the success of musical, theatrical, and dance groups 
depends on collaboration (Pre-K - 2). 
Explain how the arts originate from human experience, are a communal 
experience, and encourage kinship with others (5 - 8). 

B. CULTURAL HERITAGE 
Students _wm understand :tile cultural ,contributions (social, ethical, political, 
religious.~~µiensions),~f;-th~i!,lft!i, how the arts shape and are shaped by prevailing 
cultural and social beliefs and values, and recognize exemplary works from a 
variety of cultures and historical periods. The arts are the record of our diverse world 
cultures and provide understanding of who we are, where we've been, and possible 
directions for our future. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 

Explain how cultural values are shown through the arts (3 - 4). 
Compare and contrast cultural values as expressed in works and explain 
how these values may differ fo1m those of their own daily experience (5 -
8). 
Identify how the factors of time and place (such as climate, resources, ideas, 
and technology) are reflected in visual and performing arts (5 - 8). 
Analyze common characteristics and purposes of various visual and/or 
perfom1ing art works across time and among cultural and social groups, and 
explain how these characteristics and purposes fulfill social, religious, or 
ceremonial functions in a particular cultural and historical context (9 - 12 ). 

C. CRITICISM AND AESTHETICS 
Students will reflect upon and assess the characteristics and merits of art works. An 
understanding of how the senses are used to make artistic choices in daily life, together 
with an under.standing oJhiifdihese·ch_ozc~·affec,tfeeling, mpod:. and emotions, helps us 
make judgments about the merits and meaning of work in the arts. The elements, 
principles, and sirtictµ_,;~hfq'j;flo_rriis:c:a#,fa_if£olljposed in ways'which enrich, persuade, 
ajftd,.,itijl@tice:~ociety, either directly, through performances, original works and exhibits 
or indirectly, through electronic and printed media. 

Performance Indicators 

Students will be able to: 

Examine the effect of artistic choices on others and on the environment (3 -
4). 
Investigate how the elements, principles, and structures of the arts can be 
manipulated by communication media to persuade and influence (3 - 4 ). 
Analyze, interp~et, and evaluate subtle and complex meaning in visual 
and/or performing arts intended to persuade and influence (as in electronic 
media, theater, commercial, and political advertising) (9 - 12). 
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